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Abstract
Advances in quantum computer technology are threatening cryptographic systems based on math-
ematical complexity. As an alternative, quantum cryptography has been proposed and developed.
Among the reported quantum cryptography systems, quantum key distribution (QKD) constitutes
a symmetric key system that can securely distribute a secret key on a quantum channel. While there
have been many studies on confidential communication using QKD, only a few of them address its
application to the digital signature. In this paper, we propose a new digital signature method with
public parameter and signature key through shared symmetric key from QKD. We also analyze the
proposed plan from security.
Keywords: Network security, Artificial intelligence, Quantom cryptography.
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1. Introduction

Quantum computer technology, which has undergone dramatic improvements in recent years, is
expected to solve various problems in the field of science and technology. Meanwhile, it may pose a
severe security threat in the field of modern cryptography, where security is based on mathematical
complexity. The widely used digital signature is a public key method based on factorization and
discrete logarithm [1, 2]. Shor’s algorithm, a representative quantum algorithm, can solve this
problem efficiently [3, 4]. Therefore, it is necessary to study more secure signature techniques. In
this regard, one-time signature (OTS) [5] and arbitrated digital signature (ADS) have been proposed
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[6]. Both are based on a symmetric key system. An OTS scheme makes use of public parameters.
Such parameters are generated through a one-way function that guarantees preimage resistance.
And, their signature can be verified. However, there exists a practical problem because the public
parameter size must be at least twice the message size [2]. By contrast, ADS can be implemented
more efficiently than the signature-based on OTS. However, there have been no proposals about how
to share a secret key. Besides, an individual trusted a third party(TTP) is required.

In this paper, we propose a new digital signature that is combined with OTS and ADS. Our
digital signature uses quantum key distribution (QKD) to securely share the secret key among signer,
verifier, and third party (TP). This symmetric key is in turn used to generate a public parameter for
signature and verification. The symmetric key shared with the TP is only employed for making the
public parameter. Only the signer and verifier know the symmetric key for signature and verification,
so it does not require unconditional TTP.

The concept of the proposed digital signature method using quantum symmetric keys is intro-
duced in Section 2; Section 3 presents an index sift method that constitutes the base technology for
extracting public parameters, including analysis of its security. In Section 4, we analyze the security
of the signature key, the possibility of forgery of the proposed digital signature, and the security of
the non-repudiation.

2. A digital signature protocol using quantum symmetric keys

In the proposed digital signature protocol, Alice generates the signature, Bob receives the signature,
and Charlie verifies the signature participate as communication members. The signature protocol
consists of a preparation phase, a signature phase, and a verification phase. First, in the preparation
phase, three users share a secret key using QKD. Next, in the signing phase, Alice creates a signature
pair using an index sift method and sends it to Bob. In the final verification phase, Bob verifies the
signature received from Alice with the help of Charlie. Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the
proposed digital signature.

2.1. Training step
Before proceeding with the signature protocol, Alice, Bob, and Charlie use QKD to share the re-
spective symmetric keys QKAB, QKBC , and QKAC in the preparation phase. The QKD protocol
used at this time may be the BB84 protocol [7], which is the most widely applied in QKD. We must
remark that QKD is well known to be safe in a quantum computing environment because it uses
a quantum channel to which the principle of uncertainty and the no-cloning theorem of quantum
states are applied [8,9]. Moreover, the secret key obtained through this protocol enables confidential
communication, which ensures the security of the digital signature to be performed afterward.

2.2. Signature step
The signature phase consists of three stages: the signature key generation, signature pair generation,
and transmission and verification. In the signature key generation step, with a symmetric key QKAC

and a public parameter PA, Alice extracts the key index IAC using a sift index method, as described
in the next section. The parameter PA is generated through a true random number generator [10].
Next, she creates the signature key Ksign with the key index and QKAB. Then, in the signature pair
generation and transmission step, she generates a signature pair using the signature key Ksign and
transmits it to Bob. Finally, in the verification step, Bob verifies the signature pair [19, 20].
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1. The signature key generation step
G1. Alice creates a public parameter PA, which is a random number.
G2. Alice uses the public parameter PA as index information to extract the key index IAC =
fPA

(QKAC) from the quantum symmetric key QKAC . Here f(·) is a function expressing the
sift index method – the details of this function are described in Section 3.
G3. Alice generates a signature key Ksign = fIAC

(QKAB) from the quantum symmetric key
QKAB like that described in step G2 for the key index IAC .

2. Signature pair generation and transmission step
S1. Alice generates a message M to be sent via a signature, and then she makes a signature
S = fKsign

(M) using the signature key Ksign. In this paper, M ∥ S = M ∥ fKsign
(M) is called

a signature pair.
S2. Alice sends the signature pair M ∥ S to Bob along with the public parameter PA.

2.3. Confirmation step
In the verification step, Bob requests Charlie to verify the signature pair M ∥ S sent to Alice.
Charlie generates a verification parameter VBC using the symmetric key, QKAC , QKBC and the public
parameters PA. Next, he sends the verification parameter VBC to Bob, according to Bob’s request.
Finally, Bob obtains the signature key Ksign using the verification parameter VBC transmitted from
Charlie and the symmetric keyQKBC QKAB. He employs the signature key to verify the signature
pair M ∥ S. The procedure of the verification step is as follows [21]:
V1. Bob sends a public parameterPAto Charlie and requests a verification parameterVBC .
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V2. Charlie extracts the key index I ′AC = fPA
(QKAC) from the symmetric key QKAC using the

public parameter PA transmitted from Bob as index information.
V3. Charlie generates a verification parameter VBC that allows the key index IBC to be obtained
from the symmetric key QKBC and sends it to Bob, where VBC is a parameter that fulfillsIBC = I ′AC .
V4. Bob obtains the key index I ′BC = fVBC

(QKBC) from the symmetric key QKBC using the
verification parameter VBC transmitted from Charlie as index information. The key index obtained
as described above is used again as index information to get the signature key K ′

sign = fI′BC
(QKAB)

from the symmetric key QKAB.
V5. Bob encrypts the message M transmitted from Alice using the signature key K ′

sign, and applies
the hash function to the encrypted message to obtain the signature S ′ = fK′

sign
(M). Finally, we

verify that the signature S = fKsign
(M)that Alice sent matches the signature S ′ = fK′

sign
(M) [21].

3. Sift index technique

The sift index method proposed in this paper is a technique to obtaining an m result bit sequence
R = (r1, r2, · · · , rm) using an n index bit sequence I = (id1, id2, · · · , idn) and distance bit
sequence D = (d1, d2, · · · , dn) on an n origin bit sequence O = (o1, o2, · · · , on). Here, the index
bit sequence idj ∈ {0, 1} is a random number. Then, the distance bit sequence D is generated by an
index bit sequence I where dj indicates the interval of 1 in the index bit sequence I. If dj is 0, we
do not select oj. Conversely, if dj is 1, we select oj, and the selected bit sequence oj is stored in the
database of the result bit sequence RD(1).
Similarly, if dj is n, we select oj, and the selected bit sequence oj is stored in the database of the
result bit sequence RD(k). Finally, RD(1), RD(2), · · · , RD(n) are stored sequentially in the result bit
sequence R. As a result, the size m of the result bit sequence R is equal to the number of 1’s in the
index bit sequence I, and the index order is shuffled. The sift index method can be expressed as a
function [22]:

RD(k) =
1
2

n∑
j=1

{oj · d(k)j · 2[
∑j

p=1 d(k)p]}, d(k)j =
{

0, dj ̸= k
1, dj = k

· · · (3.1)

When RD(n) is expressed as binary numbers, oj · d(k)j it represents a selection value, whereas
2[

∑j
p=1 d(k)p] represents a selection bit. In this case, if d(k)p is 0, the corresponding bit is not used,

regardless of the oj value. Therefore, in the proposed sift index method, the origin bit sequence O
cannot be restored with the index distance information d(n)pand the result bit sequence R because
the knowledge of the bit dlp = 0 is removed [23].

For example, if the origin bit sequence is O = (0100110100011101) and the index bit sequence
is I = (1011100010100011), then the distance bit sequence is D = (102110004020041), resulting in
RD(1) = (0011), RD(2) = (00), RD(4) = (00), and finally the result bit sequence is R = (00110000).
Figure 2 shows an example of the sift index method described above.

However, in the case of
∑j

p=1 d(n)p = j (that is when the entire distance bit sequence D consists
of bit ”1”) there is an inverse function. Conversely, when

∑j
p=1 d(n)p < j, there is no inverse function.

Given that the idp value is generated by a random number generator during the proposed protocol
operation, the values of 0 and 1 exist at 5:5. The distance bit sequence D is dependent on the index
bit sequence I, and the inverse function of Eq. (1) is f−1

I (R) ̸= O. In other words, if
∑j

p=1 dlp < j,
then f(·) can be viewed as a one-way function [23, 24].

Generally, the random number sequence of n bits can be found with a probability of 1/2n. If the
eavesdropper who obtained the information of the index bit sequence I and the result bit sequence
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the proposed sift index method 
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R tries to find the origin bit sequence O, he can find it out with a probability of 1/2n if the ratio
between bit 0 and 1 of the index bit sequence I is 5:5. Thus, if the value of n is enormous, the
likelihood of the eavesdropper knowing the information becomes very small. Hence, the safety of the
result bit sequence is guaranteed [25].

4. Security investigation

We analyze the security of the signature key, the possibility of forgery of the signature pair, and
the non-repudiation to show that the proposed protocol is secure [1, 2, 11-13]. In the proposed
protocol, the signature key is generated by applying the aforementioned sift index method and the
quantum symmetric key QKAC , which is shared in advance between the signature generator Alice
and the verifier Charlie using QKD. Therefore, the security of the signature key is based on the
safety of the quantum symmetric key and the sift index method. Forgery of a signature pair is only
possible when the signature key is exposed. Non-repudiation is a function that can exclusively be
provided by a digital signature, mainly to prevent repudiation of the signature receiver and denial
of the signature generator [14-15]. The proposed protocol includes non-repudiation using public
parameters and verification parameters. Specific details are described below [26].

4.1. Security of signature key
The quantum keys QKAB, QKBC , QKAC are all made secure through QKD. Given that the signature
key uses QKs as the origin bit sequence O of the sift index method, the result bit sequence R
generated from the signature key is secured as described in Section 3. Moreover, knowing the
signature key Ksignrequires in turn to know IAC and QKAB orPA, QKAC , and QKAB. Likewise,
understanding K ′

sign needs to know IBC and QKAB or VBC , QKBC , and QKAB. In other words, Alice
only has all the information to render Ksign, and Alice’s signature key Ksign can be secured because
K ′

sign cannot be generated by Charlie alone or by Bob alone [27].
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The security of the result bit sequence R in the sift index method is determined by the security of
the origin bit sequence O. The idj of the index bit sequence only determines whether oj in the origin
bit sequence O is used or not. Therefore, if someone exclusively acquires the index bit sequence I,
only the position of oj to be used as the result bit sequence R in the origin bit sequence O can be
known.

4.2. Investigation of the counterfeit possibility of signature pair
To create a signature pair, we use the proposed sift index method. It is characteristic of a one-way
function (except that the index bit sequence element idj is all 1s (ex I = (111111111111))), so its
safety is guaranteed. Moreover, even if Charlie transmits a public parameter PA, given that there
is no QKAB, only the index bit sequence IAC can be generated, whereas Ksign it cannot be created.
This ensures the security of the signature pair.

4.3. Investigation of non-repudiation
1. Non-repudiation of the signature generator.

The signature generator Alice may deny Bob the signature pair transmission. To prevent the
denial, the protocol establishes that Alice must send Bob a public parameter PA that can be
generated only by Alice with a signature pair. If Bob sends PA to the verifier Charlie, Charlie
can disable Alice’s denial based on the public parameter PA.

2. Non-repudiation of the signature receiver
On the contrary, the signature receiver Bob may deny this behavior even though Alice’s sig-
nature pair M ∥ S = M ∥ fKsign

(M) had been received and verified. To prevent denial from
Bob, he must send a public parameter PA to Charlie when he requests a verification parameter
VBC . Based on the fact that Bob has PA, Charlie can prevent Bob’s non-repudiation.

4.4. Assessment with present systems
One of the traditional digital signatures, i.e., OTS, generates public parameters and provides complete
security. However, it presents a critical disadvantage, namely the size of the public parameter must be
twice the size of the message. Another digital signature scheme of ADS that adopts the third party for
verification of a signature does not have this key size issue. Instead, given that the private key must
be shared with the third party as well, a third party must be unconditionally trusted. Remarkably,
the proposed signature does not require to have a certain trusted third party and provides secure
signature service with the symmetric key generated by QKD, as described in previous section. A
comparison of the characteristics of digital signatures is shown in Table 1. For a detailed description
of digital signatures of OTS and ADS, see Appendix.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we generate a public parameter using a quantum symmetric key from QKD and propose
a new signature protocol based on it. The proposed protocol consists of a signature generator (Alice),
receiver (Bob), and verifier (Charlie). Alice generates a public parameter PA and creates a signature
key Ksign using a sift index method. At this time, even if the public parameter PA is known, Charlie,
who does not have QKAB , can safely provide a digital signature. This means that the digital
signature operates well without requiring the existence of a particular trusted third party because
Ksign cannot be detected. Moreover, the proposed protocol can be easily implemented because it
mainly uses a sift index method that can be realized with simple logic. Therefore, it is expected to
be widely applied.
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Table 1: Assessment of Digital Signatures
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6. Appendix A. One-time signature (OTS)

One-time signature (OTS) was originally proposed by Rabin in 1978, and a similar OTS was proposed
by Lamport in 1979. This scheme guarantees safety by creating public parameters through a one-way
function rather than a trap-door one-way function [2, 5]. One-time signature is illustrated in Figure
A.

It consists of a preparation phase, a signature phase, and a verification phase. The details of each
step are described next:

1. Preparation step (P’)
P’1. Alice, who is the signer, shares the one-way function f(·)with Bob in advance.
P’2. Alice generates the message bits mij (1 ≤ i ≤ n, j ∈ {0, 1}) where i represent the message
length and j represents bit ‘0’ or ‘1’.
P’3. Alice generates the private key kijcorresponding to message bits mij.
P’4. After creating a public parameter pij using f(·) and kij, Alice sends it to Bob.

2. Signature step (S’)
S’1. Alice generates a message m = m11m20...mn1 by selecting among message bits mij.
S’2. Alice selects private keys (k1j, k2j, ..., knj) corresponding to the message m = m11m20...mn1.
Here, selected kij is called signature.
S’3. Alice sends the message m = m11m20...mn1 and the signature (k1j, k2j, ..., knj) to Bob.

3. Verification step (V’)
V’1. Bob computes the signature (k1j, k2j, ..., knj) by applying the one-way function f(·), thus
acquiring one-way function valuesf(k1j), f(k2j), ....f(knj).
V’2. Bob selects the public parameters p11 , p20, ..., pn1 corresponding to the message of the
public parameter transmitted from Alice.
V’3. Bob verifies whether. p11 , p20, ..., pn1 are equal to f(k1j), f(k2j), ....f(knj).
As described in P4 and S3, there is a practical problem arising from the size of the public
parameter, which must be more than twice the size of the message.
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Figure A. Schematic representation of one-time signature: ( )f  : one-way function, ijM : message bit, 

ijK : privacy key, ijp  : a public key,  Red box  : message from message bit,  Blue box  : signature, 

Green box  : selected public parameters. 
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7. Appendix B. Arbitrated digital signature (ADS)

Arbitrated digital signature (ADS) was proposed by Davies and Price in 1989 [1]. This signature is
based on a symmetric key system. It is faster than the public key system. The arbitrated digital
signature is illustrated in Figure B.
It consists of a preparation phase, a signature phase, and a verification phase. The details of each
step are explained next:
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1) Preparation step (P’’) 

P’’1. The TTP shares symmetric key ATK  with Alice and a symmetric key BTK  with Bob. 

P’’2. The TTP generates his private key TK . 

 

2) Signature step (S’’) 

S’’1. Alice computes the message m and the hash function ( )h   to acquire the hash value ( )H h m . 

S’’2. Alice encrypts H  using ATK  to have ( )
ATKu E H , and then sends it to the TTP. 

S’’3. The TTP decrypts u  to have 1 ( )ATKH E u . 

S’’4. The TTP encrypts H  using TK  to have ( )TKs E H , and then sends it to Alice. 

S’’5. Alice sends the signature pair ||m s  to Bob. Here m  is the message and s  is the signature. 

Figure B: Schematic representation of arbitrary digital signature: h(·) : hash function, m : message,
S : signature, m||s : signature pair EKAT

and EKBT
: symmetric key, EKT

: private key of TPP,
u = EKAT

(H) , s = EKT
(H), v = EKBT

(s), w = EKBT
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1. Preparation step (P”)
P”1. The TTP shares symmetric key KAT with Alice and a symmetric key KBT with Bob.
P”2. The TTP generates his private key KT .

2. Signature step (S”)
S”1. Alice computes the message mand the hash function h(·) to acquire the hash value
H = h(m).
S”2. Alice encrypts H using KAT to have u = EKAT

(H), and then sends it to the TTP.
S”3. The TTP decrypts u to have H = E−1

KAT
(u).

S”4. The TTP encrypts H using KT to have s = EKT
(H), and then sends it to Alice.

S”5. Alice sends the signature pair m||s to Bob. Here m is the message and s is the signature.
3. Verification step (V”)

V”1. Bob encrypts s to have,v = EKBT
(s) and then sends it to the TTP.

V”2. The TTP decrypts v using KBT and KT to have H = E−1
KT

(E−1
KBT

(v)).
V”3. The TTP encrypts H using KBT to have w = EKBT

(w), and then sends it to Bob.
V”4. Bob decrypts w to have H = E−1

KBT
(w).

V”5. Bob computes the received message mand the hash function h(·) to obtain the hash
valueH ′ = h(m).
V”6. Bob verifies whether H and H ′ is equal. This signature has the problem that it must
have an unconditionally trusted third party (TTP), which owns all the secret information.
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